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CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION 
Fresh market tomatoes and green peppers are produced on a year-round 
basis for commercial marketing in the United States . Because the y are 
more susceptible to cold weather damage, cucumbers are grown mainly 
during the sp ring, summer , and fall months. Given that several inputs 
are common to all three, similar cultivation methods, and the competitive 
nature of agriculture, it is easy to see why these three crops are often 
grown in conjunction with each other . From 1960 to 1980, farm and retail 
pounds per capita consumed of all three vegetables rose by nearly one 
pound or more (U.S.D.A., Food Consumption, Prices, and Expenditures, 
1981, pp. 21 - 22). This fact is even more notable when it is recalled 
that total population in the U.S. grew substantially in those years . In 
the period for which the data were assembl ed, 1950-1980, total acreage 
for green peppers grew by approximately 30 percent, fo r cucumbers 
remained fairly constant, but for tomatoes declined by nearly 50 percent. 
At the same time, rising yields contributed t o total U.S. pr oduction 
gains of greater than 250 mill i on pounds in each c r op (U.S . D.A., 
Vegetables, various issues) . The three crops form an integral part of 
the domestic farm scene. Major state suppliers of this produce include 
Florida, California, Texas, South Carolina, North Carolina, New York, and 
Ohio . 
A Short Review of Duality Applications 
In order to take explicit account of joint production relationships, 
a multiple output r ep r esentation of the production function will be 
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employed. Using duality theory, this production function can be r elated 
to a multiple output profit function. Ou tput s upply and input demand 
c urves can be derived from the profit function . A presentation of this 
technique for the single output case is found in Lau and Yotopoulos 
( 19 72) . They state the assumptions necessary to const ruct a pr ofit 
function which will yield the supply function using Hotelling's lemma . 
Several pape r s (Diewe rt , 1973; Lau , 1976; Lau, 1978) extend the framewo r k 
to encompass the multi- output, multi-input profit maximizer. Huffman and 
Evenson (1982) utilize the latter approach to model production in U.S. 
c ash g r ai n farms, em ploying a nonnali zed quadratic expected profit 
function . The nonnalized quadratic form has also been applied to Texas 
field c r ops (Shumway , 1983) . 
Approaches t o Expec tations Formation 
Nume r o us studies model supply f unction s of fresh market vegetables 
unde r the a ss umptions of profit maximization and well-behaved production 
functions . The methods used to represent grower expec tations about input 
and outpu t prices have varied notic e ably. Morris (1982) utilizes the 
cobweb mod e l or static expectations in his study of acreages devot ed to 
California and Florida vegetables . A var iant of Ne rl ove 's adaptive 
expectations hypothesis is found in Hammig ' s investigation of fresh 
market tomato land allocation (1979) . Other recen t work by Shonkwiler 
and Emerson ( 1982) constructs a rational expectations model for wint e r 
fresh tomatoes without directly addressing the issue of othe r crops. 
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The technique employed in this resea r ch is t ha t of "partly" or 
" weakly" rational expectations . Theoretical and empirical results 
pertaining t o the usage of univariate time se ries mode l s for defining 
expectations func tions a r e discussed in articl es by Goodwin and Sheffrin 
( 1982) , Mccallum (1976) , and Ne l son 0975). Nerlove (1983 ) and Tegene 
( 1983) both s ugges t t he quasi-rational formula tion as a viable 
al t e r native to the theoreticall y attractive but mo r e r estrictive ratio nal 
expectations hypo thesis . 
Study Ob j ec t i ve s 
The objectives of the r esea r ch are two fo ld. They are to es t imate 
supply equations and own price a nd wage e l asticity coefficients for fres h 
ma r ket vegetab l es . Duality of profit and production functions for the 
many input, many ou tput case pr ov ides the theo r e tical base from which t he 
crop supp ly funct ions a r e de rived . Fr om the class of fl exible functional 
forms often used in similar exercises , the no rmalized quadratic expected 
profit function is adopted in this study . Gi ven standard assumptions , 
this form yie l ds comparative static r es ul ts tha t can be in t e rpre t ed 
directly and are eas il y computed since quan ti ties s upplied o r demanded 
a r e linear functions of the exoge nous variables . This form i s also 
appr opr iate t o use whe n data a r e linearl y agg r egated or averaged. 
In addi tion, the quasi-rational procedure fo r ge ne rat ing expected 
price fo recasts is employed. This method pr ovides an e l egant mechanism 
fo r modeling pr oducer ex pec t ations and input allocation behavior without 
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making ad hoc assumptions. At the same time, the quasi-rational appr oach 
is not as theoretically or computationa lly restrictive as the fully 
rational method, but still provides a sophisticated mechanism for 
treating this issue. 
As suggested by the title, the upshot of the project 1s t o obtain 
measures of the "own" and c r oss price elasticities of supply for these 
labor intensive crops. Variables o f interest besides the output prices 
include wage rates, fe rtilize r prices, fuel prices, cost of machinery 
services, acreage planted, and nonharvested acreage . 
Report Outline 
Subsequent sections of the thesis are as fol lows. A theoretical 
framework of the behavioral model is presented in the second chapter. 
The third chapter discusses the empi rical ana l ysis. This covers data 
utilized, qualitative specifications of the economic model giving r1se to 
the functions estima t ed, and comparative static results suggested by the 
model and theory . Chapt er IV contains the r esul ts of statistical and 
econometric estima tions . Conc lusions and suggestions fo r future r esearch 
are in Chapter V. 
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CHAPTER II . THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
Duality of Production and Profit Functions 
The goal of this thes i s is to derive meas ure s of supply elasticities 
for several fresh market vegetabl es in different r egions of the U. S . Io 
o rd e r to arrive at these measures, an economet ric system bas ed on dua lity 
theory is pr oposed . Obse rved data such as quantities supplied o r 
demand ed and prices and costs are us ed to formulate production theory 
directly i n t erms of presumed c aus al economic r e lationships (Fuss, 
McFadd en, and Mundlak, 1978) . This is in cont r ast to traditional studies 
whe r e a prod uction possiblities curve i s assumed t o exist and supply and 
demand equations a r e expressed in t e rms of the economic env i r onment and 
technology . Duality theory is appropriat e because " it incorporat es 
seve r al fundamental characteristics o f production t echnology and 
economics in ag riculture which past studies have ignored" (Weaver, 1983, 
p . 45) . Specifically, nonsepa rability of input choices and optimal 
output mixes i s ac commodated , as i s the poss ibility of joint production 
(Huffman and Evenson , 1982, p. 1). Joint produc tion occ urs when 
techno l ogies are in t erdependent and when there a r e alloc able fixed 
facto r s like land (Shumway, 1983 , pp . 752-756 ) . 
Multiple outputs and i nputs are easily accommodated by the dual 
app r oach . The convention used here is to represent a ll outputs and 
inputs by Y. , with Y. ) 0, i = 1, ... , m fo r outputs, and Y. < 0, 
l l l 
i = m+ l , .. . , n fo r variable inputs . "In making choices on Y, firms are 
assumed to treat a set of facto r s Zk , k 1, . .. , q as fixed " (Huffman 
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and Evenson, 1982, p. 1). Fixed inputs may vary in the l ong run, but not 
in the s hort run production period. 
Firms are post ulated as being pr ofit maximizers and pr i ce takers in 
t he various input and output marke t s . Production function concav i t y in 
the economically r e l evant r egion, finiteness, nonnegativ i ty, r eal values, 
continuity, smoo thness, and monotonicity a r e also assumed (Lau, 1978, 
p. 171 ). Given the r egular i ty co nd itions on tech nology, t he dual prof it 
function will be "finite, nonnega tiv e , re al - valued, continuous, smooth, 
monotonic, conv e x in prices, twice different iable, and bounded" (Shumway, 
1983, p . 749) . The profit func tion is assumed t o be continuous and 
concave in the f ixed fac tor s . Given these conditions, the first partial 
de riv atives of the profit function wi th r espect to t he output pr ices are 
g r e at e r tha n o r equal t o ze r o; with r espect to the va r i able input prices, 
the fi r s t partials are less than o r equal to zero. 
In functional fo rm , the behavior al model may be depic t ed as follows: 
actual profit, n = Y'P ; implicit pr oduction, F (Y , Z) = O; and expected 
prof i t, n* = rr*(P , Z) . Letting TI* r ep r esent the normalized expected 
profit function (the nume r ai r e price i s a rbitrarily chosen from among the 
input and ou t pu t prices), the Legendre transformation yields the 
followi ng dual r e lationsh ips: 
aF/ ay = P y 
F + TI* p' Y 
= caF/aY)( p ) = (p)(a1i*/ap), 
where pis the vecto r of normalized prices (Lau, 1978, p. 172). 
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Hotelling's lemma establishes that differentiation of th e expected 
prof it function with respect to the elemen t s of the price vector yields 
the output s upply and input demand functions (Fuss, McFadden, and 
Mundlak , 1978, p. 230) . For n variable inputs and output s, a system of 
equations is derived: 
:Jff*(p,Z)/ilp. = Y.*(p,Z), i =l , ... ,n. 
l. t 
If Y.*(p,Z) < 0, it i.s the profit maxi.m1zi.ng dema nd func tion for input 
1 
Y .. lf Y.*(p,Z) > 0, it ts the expected profit maximizing supply 
1 l. 
function fo r output Y. ( Huffman, 1981, p. 5). 
l 
Three properties of the supply and demand functions are very useful. 
Each function is homoge neous of de g ree zero in prices. The partial 
derivative of any equation i with respect to p. is nonnegative. Cross 
l. 
price effects across equations are symmetric. The last two comparative 
static results r e l y on the profit function having con tinuous second 
partial derviatives. 
Homogeneity of degree zero i.n prices implies that proportional 
changes in all prices do not alter the optimal mi.x of inputs and outputs. 
This means that the price elasticities of any equation are constrained to 
sum to ze r o (Weaver, 1983, p. 46). 
n 
Using standard notation, E 
j=l 
where 
11 •• = (aY.*/ap.)(p./Y.*) 
l.J l. J J l. 
< a
2 
'irk I ap. ap. )( p. / Y. *) , i, J = l, 
l. J J 1 
11 •• 
l] 
0, 
... , n. 
Nonnegativity of the output supply and input demand curve partial 
derivatives suggests that the output supply curves have generally 
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positive slopes and t he input demand r e lation s have gene r ally negative 
slopes ( Huffman, 1981, p . 5) . The third property can be used to test 
r ecip r oci ty conditions and results from the application of Young's 
theorem to the expected profit fu nction (Weaver , 1983, p. 46 ) . Mo r e 
specifically, oY .*/op. = oY.*/ op., which can be tested o r imposed in 
l J J l 
econome tric estima tions . Symmetry of parameters can save degrees o f 
f r eedom through r educing the number of regr ess ion coefficients t o be 
estimated in completel y specified sys tems (Huffman, 1981, p. 6). 
A Quasi - Rational Specifica tion of Expectations 
Fresh market vegetable farmers are assumed to be price take rs i n the 
input and output markets . Since the re is a biological production lag 
between the time when the i nput allocation dec i sion i s made and the da te 
when the pr oduce is sold , they must fo rm a se t of expectations about the 
level of outpu t prices they will r eceive . Several me thods are widely 
used to model and define expectations formation. All have advantages and 
drawbacks associated with them. One app r oach which has not been applied 
as freque ntl y as o t hers is that of quasi-rational expec tations . 
While basically an e xtrapolative device, QRE pr ovides a f l exible and 
powerful t oo l fi rml y r ooted in economic theo r y. It wi ll be shown below 
that, as its name s uggests, the mechanism is closely r el ated t o the 
r a tional expectat i ons hypo thes i s . In addition to theo retical 
considerations , QRE is advantageous from an econome tr ic standpoint 
because r esu lting paramete r estimates in th e mode l of inter est will be 
consis t e nt. This is due t o t he fact that, l ike the REH trea t me nt of 
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expected price, QRE eliminates systematic erro r s f r om variabl e forecasts 
(Nerlove, 1983, p. 1255). 
REH presupposes tha t suppliers act as if they know the underlying 
st r uctures of the supply and demand models fo r their goods, plus the 
s tochastic processes gove rning the exogenous variables in each (Goodwin 
and Sheffrin, 1982, p. 658). A rational agent is also defined as one who 
utilizes all available information in making decisions so that any 
expectational e rrors are uncorrelated with the observab l e relevant 
variables (McCal l um, 1980, p. 38). In addition to white noise patte rns 
in the residuals, the process is assumed to be optimal with r espec t to 
the agent's goals. Within the context of this paper, this means that 
discounted expec t ed profits a r e maximized subject to technological 
const r ain ts (Fisher, 1982, p. 260) and th at systematic erro r i s 
el imina t ed from forecasts up to the marg ina l cos t of gene rating them 
( Ne r love , 198 3 , p . 12 5 5 ) . 
The following example is taken from Nerlove, Gr ether, and Carvalho 
(1979, pp. 304-350). For a single commodity, it illustrates how a 
univariate time series representation of an output price can be 
equivalent to a "rational expectation" of the same variable. 
Qd = a + bP + g l + u (dema nd ), t t t t 
Qs 
t d + eP * + t fC t + v t (supply), 
p * t Et-1 (Pt I Qt-1 ) (expectations formation), 
Qd s (market equi librium), = Qt t 
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b < 0, g > 0 , e > 0, f < 0, 
wh e re C = cost of production, 
t 
1t income, and 
n 
t-1 
information set at time period t- 1 . 
Taking cond itional expectations at t-1 and solving for Pt* gives: 
and 
bP 
t 
eP * 
t 
d-a f " P*=-- +-- C -~I 
t b-e b- e t b- e t 
+ - 1-E (V ) 
b-e t-1 t 
( 2 . l) 
For obtaining P * explicitly, several assump tions concerning the 
t 
distu r bances and the exogenous variables are made. The error terms are 
assumed to be unco rre l ated with each other and serially independent . The 
exogenous variables are assumed to meet the stationarity and 
invertability r equireme nts. This permits them to be expr essed as 
autoregressive integrated moving averages (ARIMA) of their stochastic 
er rors (Box-Jenkins or ARIMA techniques are particularly well suited for 
univariate time series modeling and prediction due to their flexibility 
in handling diffe r e nt stochastic processes). With respect to the supply 
and demand shocks, the assumptions can be expressed in the following 
manner: E(v u ) 
t t 
E(v v ) = E(u u ) = 0, t * s. Using polynomials in B, 
t s t s 
the backshift o r lag operator, the ARIMA representations of the exogenous 
variables can be written: 
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0 ( B) C 
c t 
8 (B)e: , C = [8 (B)/'/J (B)]e: , 
c c ,t t c c c,t 
Given the above, an explicit solution of the conditional expectation 
on price is available after substitution. 
f 
8 ( B) 8 ( B) 
p * d-a c __g_ I e:l ' -- + b- e 0l'BT e: - b-e 01(B) t b- e c ,t 't c 
(2 .2) 
p * = 0 + [ 0( B) I 4>( B) ] ; . 0 t t 
(2.3) 
The constant terms are equivalent across equations . In equation 2 . 3, the 
second right-hand term is assumed to have the same distribution as the 
last two terms in equation 2.2. Note that the assumption of serial 
independent of u and v can be dropped. Expressing these variables in 
t t 
ARIMA form and substituting for them, equation (2 . 2) becomes 
e ( B) 8 ( B) 
p * d-1 f c _g__ I --+ b-e~ e: e: t b-e c, t b-e '/J 1 (B) I,t c 
l 
8 ( B) 
l 
8 ( B) 
+ v 
u (2.4) 
'/J ( B) e: - b-e nBf e: b-e v l t u,t v u 
In this case, the last term in (2.3) LS distributed the same as the last 
fou r terms in (2 .4 ) 
P * i s thus seen to be e xpressed "rationally" within a univariat e 
t 
time se ries framework, given the distribution of the second term on the 
right-hand side of (2.3). What is motivated as QRE uses the same 
representation of the expected output price, but wi thout the restrictive 
assumption concerning the distribution of the last term (Nerlove, 
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Gr ether, and Carvalho, 1979, p. 306) . Exoge nous variable expec tations in 
the or iginal system are r eplaced by their minimum mean square e rro r 
pr edic t ed val ues , generated individually for each variable . 
As an ana l y t ic ins trument, QRE is appealing on sev eral coun t s. It 
empl oys al l available price series data in determining the relevant 
st ruc tu r e r a the r than imposing an arbitrary lag distribution. Systematic 
components in the prediction errors a r e e l iminated so fo r ecast s of t he 
va r iab l es a re unbiased. One s t ep ahead univariate projections also 
represent cond itional math ematical expecta tions based on ' 'the most 
r eadily available and l eas t costly information about the future value of 
a va riabl e" (Nerlove, 1983, p. 1255) . In this sense, they are rat ional , 
but without s pec ifying nonline ar parameter r es trict i ons on the structural 
model. QRE ' s gr ea t e r simp l i ci ty and flexibility avoids the poss ibility 
of mathematically intractable theoretical restrictions which c an r esult 
tn complicated models. 
Model Specification 
General c riteria used t o se l ec t specif i c functional forms fo r the 
profit fu nction in studies a ppl ying dualit y theo r y include parsimony, 
inte r pretational and computational ease , and int e r polative and 
ex t rapo l a tive robus tnes s (Fuss, McFadd e n , and Mundl ak, 1978, p . 224) . In 
ord er to avoid "imposing arbitrary restric t ions on choice," the equation 
fo rm should also be flexible (Shumwa y, 1983 , p . 749). An equation is 
designated as flexible if it is a second order Taylo r series expansion of 
an arbitrary ex pec ted prof it fu nction (Weaver, 1983, p . 49 ) . 
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Of the seve ral forms satisfying the above, the normalized quadrattc 
expected prof it function is selected as being well suited to analyzing 
the problem at hand. A very useful characteristic of this form is that 
r esulting supply and demand equations are linear, allowing standard 
regression packages to be used in estimating them. The normalized 
quadratic form easily represents the many input, many output case and 
yields directly interpreted comparative static results . A ''self dual" 
form, its concave conjugate, the production function, is also quadratic 
( Lau, 1978, p. 194). 
Using the notation described in the first section of this chapter, 
the normalized quadratic expected profit ts written in equation form as: 
n-1 
a
0 
+ E 
i=l 
Cl. p. + 
l. l 
n-1 
+ (1/2)( E 
i=l 
+ 
n-1 
E 
j=l 
8 . . p.p . + 
l.J l. J 
(2.5) 
Re call that the input and output price set for this function contains n-1 
elements due to normalizing by some nominal price n . This also means 
that the n-1 prices in i'i*(p,Z) are relative prices. 
The partial derivatives of (2.5) with respect to the n-1 relative 
prices represent a system of n-1 input demand and output supply equations 
that are linear i n the unknown parameters, as shown in (2.6). 
Y.* = 
l. 
Cl. + 
l. 
n-1 
E 
j=l 
8 .. p. + 
l.J J 
(2.6) 
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The linear form is appropriate fo r data that are linearly aggregated or 
averaged, as in U.S.D.A. publ ications . Equations in (2.6) are made 
stochastic by adding disturbance terms to them. Note that the symmet r y 
conditions mentioned earlier in this chapter take t he form of 
hypothetical cross equation restrictions, B .. = B .. , i = j, i, j = 1, 
l.J l.J 
.. . , n-1. 'Inese r eciprocity conditions are sta tistically testable. 
Also, note that the price e lasticities of cho ice are easily 
calculated : 
n .. = (B . . )(p./Y .*), i, j 
l.J l.J J l. 
l, ... , n-1 . ( 2. 7) 
Finally, it is important to recognize that the above measures are also 
obtainable fo r the n-th choice variable whose price is used as the 
nume raire. The s uppl y (o r demand) equation is obtained r es idually: 
y * n 
n-1 n-1 
= a
0 
- ( 1 I 2) E E 
i=l j=l 
6 .. p. p. 
l.J l. J 
(Huffman and Evenson, 1982, p. 5). Elasticities fo r the n-th choices are 
given by: 
n . 
OJ 
-p. n 
2 
J E B . . p .. 
y * i= 1 l.J l. pn n 
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CHAPTER III. F.MPIRICAL ANALYSIS 
General Consid e rations 
Numero us variables affect the choices made by producers each season. 
Within the context of econometric modeling, it is not possible to 
explicit ly recognize all of them. Also important , parsimony in 
parameters estimated reduces the likelihood of multicollinearity and 
saves degrees of freedom (Fuss, McFadden, and Mundlak, 1978, p. 224). 
This implies two things with respect to the modeling effort . By 
necessity, some variabl es will be ignored in the analysis and others will 
be aggregated into a single index. 
For a study employing duali t y theory, the issue of aggregation is 
carr ied out so as to avoid violating st r uctural properties of the mode l 
and assumption s concerning produce r re s ponse to changes in the variables 
being aggregated . In production functions , a consistent aggregate index 
of an input subset exists i f and onl y if the subset is weakly separable 
from all o th er inputs (Be rndt and Christensen, 1973, p . 404) . For the 
dual profit function, a consistent aggrega t e price index Ps exists if and 
only if the corresponding aggregate quantity index Ys exists and is 
cons is t ent . 
Separability refers to the decomposition of prod uction relationships 
into additive or nested component s, and implies i nvar iant behavior of 
groups of economic quantities t o changes in o ther groups (F uss, McFadden, 
and Mundlak, 1978, p. 221) . Weak separability is delineated by 
independence of the marginal rat e of substitution between t wo productive 
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facto r s from variat ions i n the leve l of a third input, where the third is 
from ou t side the gr oup into which the first two are partitioned ( Fuss, 
McFadden, and Mundlak, 1978, pp. 244- 245). In equation form, 
a( F./ F.)/av
1 
= 0, or F .F .
1 
- F.F.
1 
= O. Using the weak separability 
l J J l l J 
criterion, aggregate price indices are const ruct ed fo r three input 
classes: fertilizers, fuels and lubricants, and machinery equipment . 
Data Utilized 
Data are assembled fo r each of t he eight states for the time per iod 
1950 t o 1980. For Florida, observations are col lec ted for three seasons, 
winter, spring, and fal l . Ca lifornia is treated as having one aggregate 
season beginning in the spring and e nd i ng in the fall due t o the way it s 
data are published . Befor e 1969, g r een pepper produc tion was r ecorded 
only for the summer months there, after 1969, the figur es are 
disaggrega t ed into spring, summer, and fall produc ti on. Ca l ifornia 
cucumbe r data show no summer activity in the pr e- 1969 pe r iod, but the 
fall and sp r ing acreages decline substantially afte r summer harvesting is 
accounted for in la t e r yea r s. For Texas and South Ca r olina, data are 
ga thered for the sp r ing season. Remaining series for No r th Carolina, 
New Jer sey, and Ohio r epresent the summer g r owing period. These eight 
states were chosen in o rder t o a nal yze data from ac r oss the U.S . in major 
prod ucing r eg ions. 
Florida, Califor nia, Texas, and New Jersey data sets have six choice 
variables: quantities of fresh tomatoes, cucumber s, and peppers 
marketed, plus the acreage devoted to each vegetable in the particular 
17 
state. For South Carolina and New York, th e amounts marke ted and 
acreages of t omatoes and cucumbers a r e gathe red. Tomato and gr een pepper 
data are compil ed for North Carolina and Ohio. All the data were 
obtained from the U.S.D.A. publication Vegetables (various i ssues). 
Following the approach us ed by Huffman and Evenson ( 1982), the price 
index cons truc ted for fe rtilizers uses the prices of the individual 
nutrients since the y are what actually cont ribute to output. Nitrogen, 
phosphoric acid, and po tash are the nutrients used in this study. In the 
case of mixed fertilizers, r egression of the prices against the di ffe rent 
g rad es (5-10-10, etc . ) indica t ed the marginal price on each chemical for 
national da ta. I n the case of s ingle nutrient fertilizers, state average 
prices are computed by dividing the price per ton of the fertilizer by 
its nutrient conte nt per ton. For example, in 1980, anhydrous ammonia 
c ont ained 1, 640 pounds of nitroge n per ton, super phosphate contained 920 
pounds of phosphoric acid per ton, and muriate of po t as h contained 120 
pound s of potash per ton. 
Based on the compo nen t prices and the amounts purchased of each 
fertilize r, a price index is arithmet i cally calculated for the individual 
s tat es. That is accomplished by first developing price indices for the 
three nutrient s and then aggregating them after weighting by thei r 
r espec t ive expenditure shares . Fertilizer consumption data a r e published 
in both Comme rcial Fertilize rs and Cons umpt ion of Commercia l Fert il ize r s 
in the U. S. Price data a r e avai l abl e in t he annual editions of 
Agricultural Prices, a l so put out by the U. S .D.A. 
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In constructing the petroleum products aggregate price index, the 
fuel intensiveness of fresh vegetable farming is assumed to be l ow. For 
this reason, price and expenditu r e data are collected for gasoline, 
diesel, and motor oil tn the eigh t states. State price data for 1950 to 
1958 are based on the 1959 ratios of state to national prices (price data 
appears in Agricultural Prices). Using Census of Agriculture data for 
1978 and 1979, it appears that in six states motor oi l expenditures 
represent five percent of the t otal spent on the three products. In the 
Carolinas, motor oi l purchases seem to account for ten percent of the 
amount spent on all three. Data on gasoline and diesel expenditures are 
availab l e for 1964, 1969, 1974, 1978, and 1979 in the Census of 
Agriculture. After const ructing the expenditure weights for those yea rs , 
remaining years are obtained by linear interpolation for 1964 through 
1978 . The 1964 weights are employed for 1950 through 1963 and the 1979 
weights are used for 1980. The weighted agg regate fue l price index i s 
based on annual consumption patterns and appropriate seasonal prices fo r 
each state . 
Also following the methodology used in Huffman and Evenson (1982), 
an aggregate price index for farm machine r y services is built. This 
index is the product of the whol esale price index for agricultural 
machinery and equipment each year with the sum of one-year lagged 
int e rest rates on outstanding loans and the current year weighted 
depreciation rate on all selected machines. The wholesale price index is 
from the U.S . Department of Labor's Handbook of Labor Statistics. Data 
on the interest rate are provided in Agricultural Statistics by the 
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series on Production Credit Association l oan rates. Studies by Zepp and 
Simmons ( 1979) in Fl orida, and Dhillon ( 1979) in New Jersey provide data 
on machines, quantities, prices, and years of life for each piece of 
equipment used in vegetable farm operations. Assuming straight line 
depreciation, a weighted depreciation rate is constructed using 
individual machines' annual depreciable shares, prices when new, and 
numbers required. This depreciation rate is calculated only for 1979 and 
assumed to apply to all other years in the study. 
Over the 30-year horizon of the data, it is fairly evident from the 
data on vegetable yields that some technological advances have occurred 
in vegetable farming. Because it is hard to measure technical advance, a 
proxy variable is employed to explain this phenomenon. As with all 
proxies, the primary consideration is that the proxy be highl y correlated 
with the unobserved variable. The variable used is "agricultural 
production oriented" state research on horticul tura l crops. Product i on 
o riented vegetable research is defined as research on vegetables, 
horticultural c rop we ed control, biology and control o f horticultural 
c rop diseases , deciduous fruits and nuts, citrus and small fruits, 
potat oes , sugar crops, floriculture, and drug and special c ro ps . 
Data on these activities are published annually by the Cooperative 
State Research Service in Inventory of Agricultural Research. For the 
years 1951 to 1964, the data were collected from unpublished C.S.R.S. 
r ecords on Cooperative State Experiment Station Service projects. 
Numbers for 1965 and 1966 were linearly int e rpolated , wh ile those for 
1950 we r e extrapolated. The se ries are deflated by the index of salaries 
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paid to un iversity professors, published in the "Annual Report on the 
Eco nomic Status of t he Profession" in the A.A. U .P. Bulletin. 
Relative prices are the de t erminants of rational farme rs ' choices on 
outputs and i nput s . Homogeneity of degree one permits division of 
profits and prices by a common price. In selecting the "nume ra i r e" price 
se r ies, it is r ecognized that, on the ou tput side, crops other than 
vege tabl es can be g rown. Thes e other crops vary by geographic r eg i on, 
but a r e similar e nough to allow the s ame aggrega t e price index to be used 
in a ll e i ght s tat es . This index se ries is the U.S.D.A. Feed Grains and 
Hay Index published annually in Agricultural Prices . Because the o the r 
crops are outside the vegetab l e class, it is assumed t ha t the weak 
separ abi lity cri t e r ion is satisfied. The 1978 Census of Agriculture 
county da t a we r e r efe r enced in determining what to use as the numeraire. 
Table 3.1 lists o the r crops a l so g r own i n each state ' s vegetable 
producing areas. 
Table 3.1 . Othe r c r ops grown in vegetable producing counties 
State Crops 
Florida Corn, swee t corn , sugar cane 
Californ ia Sorghum, sugar beets, alfalfa 
Texas Corn , so r ghum, sugar cane, cotton 
South Caro 1 ina 
North Car olina 
New Jersey 
New York 
Ohio 
Corn, 
Corn, 
Corn, 
Corn , 
Corn, 
soybeans 
soybeans 
soybeans, alfalfa 
oats , alfalfa 
oa t s, alfalfa, soybeans, sugar beets 
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Equations Estimated 
To develop the expected rel ative output prices, one s t ep ahead 
univariate ARIMA fo r ecasts ar e generated unde r the QRE approach. As 
shown above, this method is justifiable from an economic standpoint. 
From a sta t istical standpoint, employing Box-Jenkins techn i ques on 
r ela tivel y short time series (3 1 obse r vations) may be questionable. This 
is because ARIMA model gene ration of forecasts and pr ediction intervals 
assumes the mode l parameters to be known without error. One way t o 
ci r cumvent this problem is to collect "large" data sets. Whi l e the data 
sets here are no t ve r y big, it appears reasonable t o employ ARIMA 
estimation techniques fo r sever al r easons . First, the observations are 
annual and the problem of hav ing enough compl e t e seasons or cycles i n the 
obse r vation set is nonexistent. Second, Box-Jenkins provides a 
systematic means of developing a forecast mechan ism without r elying on ad 
hoc or a r bitrary decis i ons concerning lag lengths. Third, ARIMA modeling 
has been applied successfully t o a wide variety of situations and data 
(see J enkins , 1979 ) wi th di f ferent sample sizes . It seems safe to assume 
that the procedure is r obust with r espect to moderate departures from the 
large sampl e size "requirement." 
Equa tions es imated for t oma t o , cucumbe r, and gree n pepper supplies 
are rep r esented as follows: 
yt = blO + bl l pt + bl2pc + bl3pp + bl4pl + blSpf + bl6pg 
+ bl7pm + bl8A + bl9R +et. 
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Notation is the following: 
e ' c 
Y = supply of fresh market t omatoes, 
t 
Y supply of fresh market cucumbers, 
c 
Y supply of fresh market peppers, 
p 
pt = expected relative tomato price, 
pc expected r elative cucumber price, 
and 
pp expected relative gr een pepper price, 
p
1 
relative price of l abo r , 
pf = relative fertilizer price aggregate index, 
pg petroleum products relative price aggregate index, 
pm = machine r y services r elative price aggregate index, 
A total acreage devoted to the vegetable crops, 
R deflated r esearch expenditures, 
e tomato equation dis turbance term, 
t 
e = cucumber equation disturbance term, and 
c 
e pepper equation disturbance term. 
p 
The homogenei t y condition establishes the within equation 
restriction that the price elasticities swn to ze r o. Young's theorem 
allows the spec ification of cross equation restrictions. Under a 
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completely specif i ed system, the fol l owing recip r ocity conditions exis t : 
These conditions c an be test ed 
statistically . When a region only produces two of the crops, the number 
of eq uations and r egre sso rs drop by one. In addition, the symmetry 
cond it i ons r educe t o one. Table 3.2 lists the suppl y functions 
estimated, broken down by state , season, and vegetables. 
Tab l e 3 . 2. Supply equations estimated 
State Season Vegetable crops 
Florida Winter Tomatoes, g r een peppers 
Spring Tomatoes, cucumbers, green peppers 
Summer Tomatoes, cucumb e rs, green peppe r s 
California Special Tomatoes, cucumb e rs , green peppers 
Texas Spring Tomatoes, cucumb e rs, green peppers 
South Carolina Spring Tomatoes, cucumbers 
North Carolina Summer Tomatoes, g r een peppers 
New Jersey Summer Tomatoes, cucumbe r s , green peppers 
New York Summer Tomatoes, cucumbers 
Ohio Summer Tomatoes, g ree n peppers 
A second approach to estimating s uppl y elasticities in agriculture 
is t o es timate ac r eage r esponse fu nctions. Much info rmat ion can be 
obtained i n this fashion because plan t ed acreage reflec ts farmers' 
pl anned output l eve l s. Supplies actually marketed can be affec t ed by 
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weather or economic conditions and thus deviate from the farmers ' 
original intentions (Morris, 1982, p. 38). Acreage response models are 
presented in the next chapter, after the suppl y equat ions. The acreage 
models do not strictly follow the duality approach to analyzing 
agriculture because the derivative of the profit function with r espect to 
an alloca t ed portion of a fixed factor is not equal to the inpu t demand 
equation for that input . Still, the model forms are similar since they 
are linear in the same parameters . QRE is also applied in this portion 
o f the study . 
While most of the variables used are the same as in the initial 
seq uence of modeling exer c ises, some acre age models shown in the Appendix 
also used yield, lagged acreage (impl ying partial adjustment), and trend 
variables. Yield data are also printed yearly in Vegetables. To deflat e 
prices in all of the acreage equations, an ind ex of production costs, 
int e rest , taxes, and wages published in Agricultural Statistics (various 
Lssues) is used for 1965 through 1980. For 1950 t o 1964, the index for 
all commodit i es pur chased in farm households, interest, taxes, and wages 
LS used. Both indices are eq ual for 1965, 1966 , and 1967, the first 
three year s for which the former is available. Use of this deflator 
follows the exampl es of Morris ( 1982) and Hammig (1979) . 
The Appendix contains yie l d model estimates, too . Variables used as 
reg ressors inc lude actual prices of the veget ables, wage rates, research 
expenditures, and trend, similar t o the work done by Shonkwiler and 
Emerson ( 1982). Actual prices and wage rates are used since t he numbe r 
of pickings in a season LS influenced by conc urrent economic conditions . 
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As in the acreage r esponse models, these variables were conve rted into 
real dollars by the production, in t e res t, tax, and wage ind ex . 
One f inal issue is discussed before presenting the empirical 
r esults. Duality theory assumes that the input costs are known t o the 
pr oducer, whil e QRE spec ifies that prices on the endogenous and exogenous 
variables (including variable inputs) also be foreca s ted (see Shumway, 
1983, Weaver, 1983, and Nerlove, Grether, and Carvalho, 1979, for 
relevant discussions). In the study at hand, actual input price data are 
used in the regression analyses. This decision is based on two 
considerations . Initial time series runs indicated in almost all cases 
that "random walk" mode l s or one-year lagged values provided the best 
predic tions of c urre n t input prices . This seemed somewhat inacc urate for 
quarterly gr owing seasons where informat i on is availab l e from immediately 
preceding quarters. Related to this, the l eng th o f the growing seasons 
1s such that the producers know with a high degree of certaint y what 
input costs they will face throughout the production period when they 
make their choices. 
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CHAPTER IV. EMPIRICAL RESULTS 
Estimated Supply Models 
Using the feed grains and hay index as the numeraire price, ARIMA 
models were fitted to the relative output price series under the Box-
Jenkins steps of identification, estimation, diagnostic checking, and 
forecasting . Of the 25 series analyzed, only one required differencing 
twice to induce stationarity, and only four others needed to be 
differenced once. Seven series are better represented by random walk 
models than ARIMA models. Although a random walk model uses one period 
lagged values as the forecasts of the variables, it is not implied here 
that vegetable farmers follow a static expectations approach with respect 
to prices. Instead, it is noted merely that relative price movements in 
these seven cases are too erratic to be modeled within a univariate 
framework. 
Time series model results are presented in Table 4.1. Note that in 
two instances, intercept terms are not estimated. The decision to 
include an intercept was determined by considering the estimated 
t-statistic associated with it, the resulting change in the chi-square 
goodness of fit statistic on model residuals, and the change in the 
mod e l's standard error. R.W. indicates a random walk model in the table. 
01 indicates an autoregressive term at lag one, 90 represents the inter-
cept, and 91 indicates a moving average term at lag one. Significant 
spikes in the autocorrelation function of the model residuals are listed, 
a s are the Box-Ljung chi-square values from the goodness o f fit tests on 
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the same. Chi-squa r e statistics from the autocorrelation checks for 
white nois e in the working series are also presented. For the chi-square 
tests, the c ritical value at the one percent level with six degrees of 
freedom is 16.8. Finally, Table 4.l list s the standard error s for each 
selec t ed of the equa tions. Numbers in parentheses in this and all other 
tabl es are the computed t-statistics. 
In the tables, the following acronyms are used t o distinguish the 
equations: 
FWT Florida winte r tomatoes, 
FWP Florida winter green peppers, 
FST = Florida spn.ng tomatoes, 
FSC Florida spring cucumbers, 
FSP Florida sp ring peppers, 
FFT Florida fall tomatoes, 
FFC Florida fall cucumber s, 
FFP Florida fall peppers, 
CAT = California tomatoes, 
CAC California cucumbers, 
CAP = Cali. fornia peppers 
TST Texas spring tomatoes, 
TSC Texas spring cucumbers, 
TSP Texas s pring peppers, 
SCT South Carolina tomatoes, 
sec South Car olina cucumbe rs, 
NCT North Carolina tomatoes, 
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NCP = North Carolina peppers, 
NJT New Jersey tomatoes, 
NJC New Jersey cucumbers , 
NJP New Jersey peppers, 
NYT New Yo rk tomatoes, 
NYC New York cuc umbers , 
OHT = Oh io tomatoes, and 
OHP Ohio peppers. 
Fitted output supply equations are reported in Table 4.2. 
Insignificant cross price parameter estimates prevent meaningful tests of 
the hypothesized symmetry conditions across equations in each r eg ion. In 
12 of the models, own price coefficients are negative. Twelve of the 25 
equations also have positive s 1gns on the wage rat e parameters. The 
second result seems surprising because the three crops are labor 
intensive. Another unexpected result was that 13 of the regressLon 
coefficients on fertilizer prices were also positive. 
As can be noted by the t-statistics in the parentheses, many of the 
estimates are stat istically insignificant and could be misleading. More 
encouraging is the fact that 21 models have positive signs on the 
research variable. This seems correct because research presumably 
increases productivity and leads t o rightward shifts in the supply 
curves. Also note that only five estimat ed parameters on the land 
variable are negative. No elasticities are comput ed for this section of 
the paper. 
Table 4.2. Estimated supply equations 
00 FWP FST FSC FSP FIT FFC 
Intercept 751.87 345.87 3 ,510 .37 66.43 615.77 -685.70 -1,049 .87 
(0 .47) (0.87) (2.71) (0 .11) (1.53) (-0 .68) (-1.70) 
Tanato price 20.68 11.03 -46.29 -42.16 -85.72 111.16 127.67 
(0 .15) (0.32) (-0.23) (-0.45) (- 1.38) (0.94) (1. 76) 
Cucunber price -436.24 39 .31 84.30 -625.70 -226.96 
(-1.38) (0 .26) (0.86) (-2 .44) (-1.44) 
Pepper price - 23.93 - 7 .71 -25.86 13 .19 -17 .44 24.29 3.04 
(-0.39) (-0.51) (-0.30) (0.32) (-0 .64) (1.22) (0.25) 
Wage rate -6,681.56 -75.79 3,724 .69 -400 .98 1,485 .16 - 1,817.35 -1,643.26 
(-1.71) (-0.08) (2.18) (-0.50) (2.81) (- 1.69) (- 2.49) 
Fert iliz.er pr ice -18 ,010.96 -2,969.13 -15 ,139.79 1,787 .61 -989.46 6,413.22 9 ,231.97 
(-0.89) (-0 .60) (-1.51) (0.38) (-0.32) (0.87) (2.03) 
Fuel price 10,842.56 1,014.11 19,372.08 2,439.25 2 ,476 .28 ll,078.29 2,353.05 
(0.98) (0.37) (4.46) (1.19) (1.84) (4 .61) (1 .59) 
Machinery price 224.04 -1.23 -503 .56 -17.68 -137 .35 -154 .59 24 .32 
(0 .57) (-0.01) (-3 .41) (-0.26) (-3.0l) (-2.08) (0.53) 
land 5.93 0.90 -0.41 0.89 -0 .06 8.61 5.36 
(l .38) (0.85) (-0.25) (l. 16) (-0. 11) (2 .97) (3.01) 
Research 1.14 0.01 0.15 0.31 0.03 1.26 0.43 
(1.55) (0.03) (0 .42) (1.87) (0.31) (5.33) (2.95 
R2 0.36 0 .13 0.83 0.44 0.67 0.92 0.64 
F 1.57 0.41 11.55 1.80 4.72 27.64 4.15 
SCT sex; NCT OCP l'UT NJC NJP 
Intercept - 739.53 -282.07 90.22 -2 .00 1,144.12 10.50 351 . 72 
(-2 .73) (-1.84) (0 .55) (-0 .03) (2.59) (0.11) (2 .21) 
Tcxnato price 26.12 19 .07 -2.49 -1.97 -7 .56 - 7 .81 -9.55 
<9 .15) (0 .97) (-0 .07) (-0 .14) (-0.35) (-1.58) (-1.22) 
Cucunber price -31.49 - 19.89 -81.26 1.31 -43.08 
(- 1.34) (- 1.49) (-0 .93) (0.07) (-1 .38) 
Pepper price 5.38 7.96 -1.38 20.83 41.99 
(0.67) (2.55) (-0.03) (1.67) (2 .12) 
Wage rate 74.49 70.02 -335.78 -8.69 92 .17 40.79 -97 .60 
( 1. 71) (0.29) (-1.41) (-0.09) (0.25) (0 .48) (-0 . 72) 
Fertilizer price 1,744.90 3,162.24 -6,710.24 -1,819.90 -2,542.39 -242.32 982.22 
(0.60) (1. 92) (-4 .43) (-3.07) (-0.90) (-0.38) (0 .96) 
Fuel price 2,429.55 -619.55 -81.52 16.58 2,485.35 242.32 -405.97 
(1.88) (-0 .85) (-0.13) (0.07) (1.65) (0.71) (-0.75) 
Machinery price -74.40 2.56 47 .80 -1.34 -72.15 1.39 22 .89 
(-1 .65) (0.10) (1.80) (-0.13) (-1.45) (O .12) (1.28) 
Land 5.75 3.32 4.17 3.26 0 .66 0 .44 -0.12 
(3.49) (3.56) (3.34) (6 .67) (0.31) (0 . 90) (-0.16) 
Research 0.85 0.26 -0.14 0.05 -0.53 0.05 0.16 
(3 .10) (1 . 70) (- 2.10) (l.93) (- 2.21) (0.89) (1.87) 
R2 0.91 0.66 0.84 0.91 0.70 0.62 0.45 
F 28.59 5.32 14.65 28 .83 5.55 3.85 1.88 
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FFP c.AT C,AC CAP TST TSC TSP 
-505.27 2,350.83 565 .16 829.08 --49.73 -126.51 -39 .87 
(-2 .29) (1.50) (1 .62) (0. 96) (--0 .09) (-1.60) (--0 .54) 
23.91 319.47 --4.23 29.66 -3.66 1.09 8.11 
(0 .92) (2.19) (--0 .13) (0.37) (--0.05) (0.10) (0 .82) 
-70.63 -283.68 - 21.37 - 150.57 63.80 l0.80 16.85 
(-1.25) (-1. 93) (-0.65) (-1.86) (0 .53) (0 .65) (1 .08) 
5.16 -709.54 -77 .99 -273.42 -17.48 --4.37 --0.44 
(1. 18) (-2 .24) (- 1 .11) (-1.57) (--0 .40) (--0 . 73) (--0 .08) 
-172.97 785.77 301 .12 1 ,90l.52 -1,738.87 542.33 - 142.37 
(--0.74) (0 .42) (0 .72) ( 1.83) (-1.36) (3 .06) (--0 .86) 
4,993 .62 -6,681.36 --4,185 .29 -29,536.39 3,895.93 1,110.29 683.41 
(3 .08) (-0 .51) (- 1.43) (-4. 10) (0.49) (1.01) (0 .66) 
-823.23 3 ,878 .71 1,413.05 3 ,491.98 -2,352.97 180 .60 - 274.91 
(- 1.56) (0 .62) (1 .02) (1 .02) (-0.89) (0 .49) (--0.80) 
19.01 51.99 -15.52 -105.43 171.01 -29 .41 12.73 
(1.16) (0 .23) (--0 .30) (-0.83) (1.42) (-1.75) (0 .81) 
l.29 9.39 0.87 4.48 2.13 -0.01 -0.09 
(2.04) (3.27) (1 .37) (2 .83) (5.62) (-0.01) (-1.90) 
0.27 0.31 0.01 0.14 0 .21 0 .15 0 .16 
(5.25) ( l.16) (0.13) (0. 94) (0.70) (3 .51) (4 .11) 
0.90 0.87 0.56 0 .86 0 .91 0 .92 0 .87 
22.00 15 .74 2 .94 14.87 23.52 25.26 16.10 
NYT NYC rnr OOP 
341.63 -86 .59 66.70 30.12 
(0.81) (--0 .76) (0.49) (0.63) 
-88.91 -8.83 7 .25 13.52 
(-1.32) (-0.48) (0 .46) (2 .43) 
57 .19 17.93 
(0 .86) (0.99) 
-16.74 3.27 
(-0 .85) (0 .47) 
-930 .63 --41.54 25.58 -286.74 
(-1 .94) (-0.32) (0 .09) (-2.77) 
-2,603 .75 l ,783 .70 1,217.85 1,417 .80 
(-0 .66) (1.65) (0 .83) (2.75) 
-2,349.83 -488.28 227.71 -752 .50 
(-1.24) (-0 .94) (0.34) (-3.20) 
116.83 14.06 -16 .53 33.69 
(1.84) (0.81) (-0.59) (3 .41) 
8.25 l.13 5.50 0.15 
(4.02) (2 .02) (4.51) (0 .36) 
0.09 0.18 -0.18 --0.06 
(0 .30) (2 .14) (-1. 20) (-1.11) 
0.91 0 .65 0 .95 0.60 
27 .80 5.05 56.35 4.13 
33 
Estimated Ac r eage Models 
Outpu t price series were deflated by the U.S.D.A. index of prices 
paid by farmers for production items i n the second major phase of the 
empirical resea r ch. For this r eason, new time series models were 
estimated in orde r t o develop new expected prices for each crop. These 
results appear in Table 4.3 where the same format is followed as in 
Table 4.1. Seve ra l of the ser ies did not r equi r e differ encing to induce 
stationarity i n the data strings, and a few are best represent ed by 
random walk schemes. 
One interesting r esult is present in the ARIMA models l i sted in 
Table 4.3. Thirteen of 16 models estimated after differencing perform 
better without cons t an t terms, probably i ndicati ng that there were no 
s i gnifican t changes in t he prices received by vegetable farmers r ela t ive 
to the costs they faced during those years (1950-1980) . In a competi tive 
industry, this is expected because neither positive or negative economic 
rents should acrue over a sequence of periods. An efficient market would 
allow the producers to gain on l y normal profits. 
Acreage response models are reported in Tables 4 .4 and 4.5. In the 
Florida functions, a dummy variable is included to account for the 
adoption of plastic mul ching in the vegetable beds after 1973. When 
nec essary, autocorrelation of order p in the residuals is co r rected for 
using Gallant and Goebel' s two-step full transform procedure. In 
general, the results are st r onger than t hose for supply and several 
equations exhibited characteristics consistent with theory and previous 
emp iric al r esear ch. Although a ll r esults are reported in Table 4.4, not e 
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Table 4 .4. Ac r eage response equations , general results 
FWI' FWP FSf FSC FSP FFT FFC 
Intercept - 6.77 6.77 - 91.44 68 .56 22 .88 - 109.17 151.52 
(-0.16) (0 . 16) (-1.18) (0.89) (0 .39) (- 2.84) (4.22) 
Tanato price -0.64 0.64 12 .28 - 6.38 - 5.90 9.61 -9 .37 
(0 .44) (0 .44) (3.78) (-1.97) (- 2.41) (5 .22) (- 5.45) 
Cucurber pr ice -5 .32 2.54 2.78 - 2.79 3.22 
(-1.15) (0 .55) (0 .80) (- 1.94) (2 .40) 
Pepper price -0 .82 0.82 -4.69 1.25 3.44 -1 .00 0.79 
(-0.63) (0.63) (- 3.66) (0 .98) (3 .56) (- 1.80) (1.52) 
Wage rat e -43 .94 43.94 26.88 - 9 .47 - 17.41 -42 .52 32 .09 
(-2.36) (2.36) (0.96) (-0.34) (-0.82) (- 3. 17) (2.56) 
Fertilizer pr ice 315.93 -315 .93 172.41 54 .43 -226 .84 85 .90 -122 .85 
(2 .96) (-2.96) (0.95) (0 .30) (- 1.65) (0.92) (- 1.40) 
Fuel pr ice -18.36 18.36 29.89 -60 .07 30.18 206 .33 -176.87 
(-0.28) (0.28) (0 .38) (-0.76) (0.51) (4 .76) (-4.37) 
Machinery pri ce -0 .82 0.82 - 2.43 2.88 -0 .45 - 3.14 0.52 
(-0.41) (0 .41) (-1.03) (1.23) (-0.25) (- 2.25) (0 .40) 
I..and 0.81 0 .19 0.60 0.13 0 .28 0 .78 0 .15 
(24.70) (5 .91) (12.06) (2 .60) (7.36) (14 .01) (2.88) 
Research 0.03 -0 .03 0 .01 -0 .01 -0 .01 -0 .01 -0.01 
(3.49) (- 3.49) (0.69) (-0.21) (-0 .64) (-0 .03) (-0.86) 
Dunny var iable - 19.82 19.82 - 32 .18 1.61 30 .57 - 1.58 - 3.20 
(- 2.59) (2.59) (- 2.41) (0 .12) (3.04) (-0.20) (-0 .42) 
2 
R 0 .98 0.80 0.97 0.64 0.81 0.94 0.91 
F 107 .30 9.49 73.97 3.57 8.68 30.66 21.02 
SGT sa; NCT NCP ruT rue NJP 
Intercept -43 .07 43 .07 6.66 -6 .66 112 .44 -6.40 -106.05 
(-2 .5) (2 .SO) (0.58) (-0 .58) (4 .90) (-0 .82) (-4 :08) 
Tana.to pr ice -0 .03 0.03 0 .29 -0 .29 -0 .87 0.42 0.44 
(-0.08) (0.08) (0 .82) (0.82) (-1.08) (1.54) (0.49) 
Cucurber price 2.04 -2 .04 1.88 (-0.10) - 1.77 
(1. 70) ( - 1. 70) (2 .25) (-0 .36) (-1.87) 
Pepper price -0 .01 -0.01 -5.72 0.27 5.45 
(-0.02) (-0.02) (3 .15) (0.43) (2 .65) 
Wage rate -2 .65 2.65 -17 .13 17 .13 -1 .63 2.15 -0.52 
(-0 .24) (0.24) (- 2.02) (2.02) (0 .22) (0 .86) (-0 .06) 
Fertilizer price 32.09 -32 .09 -5 .55 5.55 -66 .98 19.49 47 .48 
(0 .52) (-0.52) (-0 .16) (0 .16) (- 1.75) (1.49) (l. 10) 
Fuel price 48 .81 -48 .81 18.52 -18.52 -28 .82 51.99 - 23 .18 
(1.43) (-1.43) (1 .02) (-1.02) (-0 .90) (4 .77) (-0 .64) 
Machinery pri ce -0.43 0.43 1.11 -1 .11 -3.00 -0 .10 3.10 
(-0 .40) (0 .40) (1. 74) (-1.74) (-3.43) (-0.35) (3 .13) 
I..and 0.67 0.33 0.18 0.82 0.35 0 .01 0 .64 
(8 .89) (4.42) (2.70) (12.40) (5 .05) (0 .32) (8.00) 
Research 0.03 -0.03 -0.01 0.01 0.01 -0 .01 0.01 
(2.40) (-2 .40) (-4.39) (4.39) (0.47) (-2.77) (0 .42) 
Dunny variabl e 
2 
R 0.94 0.79 0.77 0.97 0.91 0.73 0 .87 
F 42.42 10 .64 9.41 105 .74 22 .64 6.37 15 .81 
37 
FFP CAT CAC CAP 1ST TSC TSP 
-42.35 -100.23 34.56 65.68 72.56 -68.06 -4.51 
(-1.98) (-0.87) (l. 78) (0 .63) (l. 70) (-1.89) (-0.25) 
-0 .24 2.65 - 1.15 -1.49 0.06 -0 .94 0.89 
(-0 .24) (0.51) (-1.34) (-0 .32) (0.03) (-0 .57) ( 1.05) 
-0.43 9.03 - 1 .27 -7 .76 -0.81 0.34 0.48 
(-0.54) (2 .73) (- 2.30) (- 2.61) (-0.55) (0 .27) (0 .76) 
0.21 1.96 -0.19 -1.77 - 1.52 1.78 -0.26 
(0 .68) (0. 74) (-0.43) (-0.74) (-1.42) (l.97) (-0 .56) 
10 .43 -102.53 5.64 96.88 -30.64 38.14 -7 .50 
(1.40) (- 2.40) (0 .79) (2.52) (-1.24) (l .84) (-0 .71) 
36.94 558.18 -42.72 -515.46 111.79 -66 .07 -45.72 
(0 .71) (2.76) (-1.26) (-2.84) (0.80) (-0 .56) (-0. 77) 
-29.46 -77.89 30 .33 47 .56 -78 .44 74 .82 3.62 
(-1.22) (--0.59) (l.37) (0 .40) (-1.38) (l .56) (0 .15) 
2.62 5.79 --0 .71 -5 .07 -2.09 0.90 1.19 
(3 .37) (l .53) (-1.13) (-1.49) (-1.04) (0.53) (l.39) 
0.08 0.90 0 .03 0.08 0.97 0.04 -0.01 
(2 .46) (ll.93) (2.17) (l.11) (61.99) (2 . 72) (-0.79) 
0 .01 -0.01 0 .01 0.01 -0.02 0.01 0.02 
(1 .51) (--0 .56) (0 .02) (0 .62) (-2.59) (O .81) (4 .47) 
4.77 
(l.06) 
0.97 0.92 0.56 0.86 0.99 0.57 0.90 
61.28 25 .27 3.03 13 .79 4,632.70 3.07 21.49 
NYT NYC 001' rnP 
-6.79 6.79 -13.33 13.33 
(-0.48) (0 .48) (-1.00) (1.00) 
0 .71 -0 .71 -0.24 0 .24 
(0 .88) (-0 .88) (-0 .59) (0 .59) 
-0.73 0 .73 
(-0 .93) (0.93) 
0.43 -0.43 
(0.63) (-0 .63) 
6.51 -6 .51 5.46 -5 .46 
(0.86) (-0 .86) (0 .50) (-0 .50) 
7.25 -7 .25 -50.48 50 .48 
(0. 20) (-0 .20) (- 1.58) (l.58) 
-50.06 50 .06 51.31 -51.31 
(-1.63) (1.63) (2.50) (-2 .50) 
-0.46 0.46 0.07 -0 .07 
(-0 .57) (0 .57) (0.10) (-0 .10) 
0.86 0.14 0 .31 0.69 
(15.56) (2 .56) (3 .82) (8 .67) 
0 .01 -0 .01 0 .01 -0.01 
(0 .05) (-0 .05) (1.38) (-1.38) 
0 .99 0.85 0.87 0.99 
278 .95 16.10 19.63 194.13 
Table 4.5. Acreage response equations, selected results 
FWl' FWP Fsr FSC FSP FIT FFC 
Intercept 54.82 -28.71 - 104.59 118.33 3.53 45 .45 184.76 
(2.84) (- 1.95) (-3.63) (2 .17) (0.18) (l .80) (6.98) 
Tanato price -0 .20 9.70 -5 .55 -5 .77 3.85 -8.58 
(-0.15) (3.29) (-1.87) (-3 .50) (2 .08) (-6 .49) 
Cucunber price 2.24 -2 .85 4.20 
(0.58) (-1 .97) (4.46) 
Pepper price -2.95 3.66 -3.12 3.18 
(- 2.25) (3.93) (-2.54) (3 .43) 
Wage rate -35 .01 - 12 .17 -50.78 
(-2 .00) (-0.51) (-4 .60) 
Fer tilizer price - 53 .16 -145 .74 
(-1.37) (-3.50) 
Fuel pr ice -31.97 - 195 .39 
(-0 .52) (-4 .91) 
Machinery price -3.50 
(-2 .15) 
Land 0.81 0.19 0.63 0.11 0.26 0.71 0.15 
(25 .75) (7 .06) (13 .58) (3.02) (7.82) (11.66) (3.26) 
Research 0.01 
(1.01) 
funny variable 4.96 17.76 
(l.48) (5 .13) 
Order of auto-
correlation l 3 1 1 1 
R2 0.97 0.77 0.93 0 .54 0.73 0.86 0.87 
scr sec NCT OCP NIT rue ruP 
Intercept 30.60 112.72 -44 .06 
(4.77) (4 .56) (-2.23) 
Tanato price 0.30 -0.22 
( 1.32) (-0.50) 
Cucurber price -1.36 
(- 1.61) 
Pepper price - 5.27 4.65 
(- 3.00) (2.51) 
Wage rate -20.61 
(-3.97) 
Fertilizer prtce - 71.30 
(- 1. 72) 
Fuel price 
Machinery price -3.40 
(-4 .27) 
land 0.13 0.33 0 .55 
(1 .83) (4.95) (8.21) 
Research 
Dunny variable 
Order of auto-
correlation 2 l 
R2 0.39 0.86 0.76 
FFP 
- 18.66 
(-1. 70) 
0.16 
(0.78) 
-2.37 
(-0.10) 
0.09 
(2. 92) 
0.02 
(8.27) 
1 
0.89 
NYT 
CAT 
65 .70 
(1.16) 
2.66 
(0.71) 
- 79.43 
(- 2.97) 
0.84 
(10 .24) 
1 
0.81 
NYC 
CAC CAP 
OHI' (}IP 
39 
TST 
90.15 
(2.94) 
0.55 
(0.32) 
-92.44 
(-5 .01) 
-128.00 
(-3.05) 
0.98 
(80.04) 
3 
0.99 
TSC TSP 
40 
tha t in each group, one of the equations can be estima t ed residually 
using t he followi ng rul e: ac r oss equations , all coefficients on the same 
var iabl e must sum t o ze r o, except thos e on land or total ac r eage which 
must add up to one. This is because with in each system of equations, an 
identity between the dependent variables and the land variable exists . 
Namely, the sum of the acreages planted equals the land variable . 
Because of the exact linear relationships among equatio ns in each 
sys t em, caution should be exercised in inte rpreting t he result s . 
Assuming the individual systems a r e compr ehensive with respect t o the 
numbe r of crops gr own, the s igns on the price variable paramet e r 
estimates indicate which c r ops are less intens i ve in t he different 
inputs. For example, in the Florida winter equat ions, it would appear 
tomatoes are more labo r intensive than g r een peppers. Thus, a ll else 
remaining contant, a rise in wages would shi ft acreage from tomatoes to 
peppers. However, this conclusion might be incorrect s1nce other crops 
migh t be grown in addition to t hese two . One of the wage coefficient s 
could be forc ed to take on a posi tive s i gn by mis t ake if this in fact is 
the case . 
Equations r epo rt ed i n Table 4 . 5 also us e total planted acreage to 
control fo r the amount of land allocable t o t he vegetable crops , but 
d r op noncontributory variables from the systems. In some cases, no 
plausib le models could be found using this approach. The r esults 
present ed exhib it good charact eri stics in most cases, although some 
coeff icients are no t statistically significant. Note t hat the tahle als o 
41 
indicates the degree of residua l autocorrelation corrected where 
appropriate. Recall that the price va riab les in these equations were 
deflated by the U. S. D. A. cos t of pr oduction index and the numbers in 
pa r entheses are t - statistics. 
Table 4 . 6 lists the price e lastic ities fo r selected acreage 
equations. Elasticities are comput ed using the coefficients reported in 
Table 4.5, mean sampl e prices, and predicted me an opt imal quantities. In 
some instances , the numbers seem too l arge because, as Ne rl ove ( 1956 , 
p. 498) points out, acreage elasticities probably on l y r epresent ' ' lower 
limits" to actual s upply elastici ties. Supply elasticities that are 
close to or considerably greater than unity might be suspect. Own price 
elastic ities c lose to zero also seem questionable as it would seem that 
expected r eturns should pr ovide the pr imar y source of variation in the 
numb er of acres pl anted each season. Own price elasticities were not 
computed in two cases where the signs on the ca l c ulated parameters were 
negative and insignifican t . It is notable that when accounting for total 
land available , the results are less volatile (see Table A.2 fo r 
comparison) . 
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CHAPTER V. CONCLUS I ONS 
The purpose for which this s tudy was undertaken was t o obtain 
es timat es of the elasticities of supply of three important fresh market 
vegetab l e crops--tomatoes, cucumbers, and gr een peppers. This was 
attempted in two ways. The first method used a dual app r oach relating 
production and profit in orde r to work directly with derived outpu t 
s uppl y f unctions . The second t ook a s imilar path, but meas ured acreage 
response tn the economic environment. Univariate time series models were 
employed t o build " expec t ed" pr ic e series for e ach c r o p in the various 
states. Data from e i gh t (Florida, Califor nia, Texas, South Carol ina, 
Nor th Ca r o lina, New Jersey, New York, and Ohio) major producing r eg i ons 
we r e co llected for the econome tric analyses. 
I n both major phases of the empirical work, pr ob l ems arose in the 
form of model weaknesses. These wer e more pervasive in the estimates of 
the s uppl y funct i ons than in the acreage r es ponse funct i ons . The r e are 
nume r ous potential sources of di ff i culty which may have contributed t o 
poo r statistical pe rformance of the supply models. A few of the possib l e 
pitfal ls that deal with data are discussed below, as these are likely 
sources of model tnaccuracy. 
Suppl y data on fresh market vegetab l es are quanti t y est imates of 
sensi t ive and perishable agricultural commodit ies . Tha t errors could be 
pr esent in the da t a co ll ected is not unexpected, but even small errors in 
these pr oduction figures c an complicate and weaken econometric analyses . 
l n seven of the s t ates selected for inve stigat i on, grow1ng seasons are 
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assumed to be one quarter in l ength, but these could in fact be longer. 
With respect to the wage rat es and prices received, it is conceivable 
that different data would have been more appropriate. The series for 
wages are cash wages only and the series on output prices are average 
prices per hundred weight of produce. Farmers may conside r measures 
other than these when making decisions. For instance, the price received 
on a specific grade and size of a vegetable may be more significant than 
the average return per pound of all produce marketed. 
While the suppl y equations were not successfully modeled, the 
acreage response models rendered r esult s more in line with economic 
theory . The models used similar variables and parameters as the derived 
output supply functions but could not accommodate the same theoretical 
cross equation parameter rest rictions hypothesized to exist . From the 
results obtained, it appear s that acreage response models can be used in 
situations where supply is difficult to model. 
Given the above considerations, additional r esearch is necessary 
before concluding that existing data cannot accoilllllodate applications of 
duality theory to vegetables. Perhaps an effect ive approach would be to 
carry out analyses on single states and c r oss reference U.S.D .A. numbers 
with records from the s tate departments of agriculture . While it is 
difficult to implement comprehensive studies of this nature, much 
information can be gained wh en it is done successfully. Further work 
with acreage r esponse models can a l so be of assistance in understanding 
the suppl y functio ns of these vegetables in the U.S . 
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APPENDIX 
Three tables are contained in this appendix to the thesis. The 
first shows the r esults of modeling acreage without including a va r iable 
to account for total acreage available to be allocated. This approach 
has been traditionally used in studies concerned with agricultural 
supply . Table A. 2 contains elasticity estimates for se l ected equations 
reported in A.l. The third table presents yield per acre model 
estimates. Results in all three tables a r e somewhat ambiguous, 
especially those concerned with yield where 18 of the own price 
coefficients a r e negative (actual prices were used as reg r essors) . Note 
i n Table A. l , that in addition to differen t reg r essors, different sample 
sizes were used in e ight of the runs. Numbers in parentheses represen t 
t-statistic s . 
Six new acronyms are used to denote independent variabl es in these 
tables. ATl, ACl, and APl stand for lagged tomato, cuc umber, and green 
pepper acreages , respect ive l y . YTl, YCl, and YPl stand for lagged yie ld 
data on the same r espec tive crops. Prices in both sets of regression 
runs were deflated using the U. S.D . A. cost of production index. In the 
yi eld model s though, the actual prices for tomatoes, cucumbers, and green 
peppers are used instead of expected prices. Further discussion of the 
data is presented on page 24. 
Table A.l. Acreage r esponse equations, selected equat ions 
FWf FWP FST FSC FSP FFT FFC 
Intercept 342.17 -20 .17 24 .84 73.23 80.64 313 .04 126.59 
(2.79) (-1.02) (0 .42) (2 .68) (2 .45) (9.04) (9 .13) 
Tcmato price 47 .54 19 .17 -3.74 7.00 -4.50 
(2 .95) (3.32) (-1.65) (2.63) (-2.90) 
C.UCwber price 4.89 3.14 
(3.09) (2.27) 
Pepper price -24.86 2.45 -9.68 --0.30 -3.85 
(-4 .52) (2 .01) (-3.50) (--0.26) (-2.44) 
Wage rate -272.93 -118.67 
(-5.15) (-3.36) 
Fertilizer price -739 .76 -l ,201.99 -285.81 
(-2 .57) (-6.48) (- 7.25) 
D.V. 15.24 18.59 
(2.29) (1.86) 
!tend 
ATI 0.43 
(3 .41) 
A Cl 0.24 
(1.45) 
APl 0.54 0.30 
(3 .85) (l.44) 
YTl 
YCl 
YPl 0.14 --0 .28 
( l. 79) (-2.14) 
Order of A.C. 2 
R2 0.74 0.47 0.69 0.45 0.41 0.91 0.68 
Sanple size 26 31 31 31 31 20 31 
FFC 
71.53 
(2.92) 
-3.28 
(-2.22) 
2.37 
(1 .84) 
- 136.60 
(-2 .03) 
0.47 
(2.62) 
0.75 
31 
FFP 
6.57 
(0.98) 
-<L05 
(--0. 15) 
6.80 
(1.80) 
0.76 
(5 .36) 
2 
0.83 
31 
CAT 
151 .44 
(1.68) 
- 2.54 
(- 0 .39) 
0 .66 
(4.66) 
--0 .09 
(--0 .57) 
0.51 
31 
CAC 
14.26 
(3 .00) 
--0 . 70 
(- 1.90) 
0.50 
(3 .32) 
0.02 
(l.29) 
0.48 
31 
51 
CAP 
-26.68 
(-1.03) 
4.47 
(1.59) 
2.02 
(3 .34) 
0.39 
(2.02) 
0.88 
26 
TST 
-57.85 
(--0.19) 
18.97 
(l.22) 
-3 .95 
(--0.48) 
0.70 
(1 .85) 
2 
0.71 
26 
TST 
1,188.75 
(3.62) 
21.75 
(0. 72) 
- 35 .20 
(--0 .98) 
-906 .15 
(-4 .94) 
1 
0.56 
26 
TSC 
-266 .19 
(-1.23) 
- 50.45 
(- 1.86) 
17 .52 
(1.67) 
6,079 .04 
(8.05) 
1 
0.77 
26 
Tabl e A.l. (continued) 
TSP SCT sec sec ocr NCP NCP 
Intercept --0. 73 110.79 28.26 59.63 16.55 19.32 4.98 
(--0 .13) (7 .94) (l .47) (4.25) (2.06) (1.55) (0 .62) 
Tanato price 0.18 --0 .92 0.05 --0.90 
(0.23) (-1.25) (0.15) (-1.19) 
Q.x:urber price 6.51 5.74 
(2.24) (1. 72) 
Pepper price 0 .08 0.83 0.79 
(0.20) (1.83) (l.93) 
Wage rate -85.62 -26.35 -24.66 -8.37 
(-5.53) (-2.99) (-1.35) (-2 .28) 
Fertilizer price -188.12 -167 .85 -119.76 
(-2.21) (-2.18) (-1.47) 
D.V. 
Trend 2.51 --0.59 0.68 
(5 .01) (-1.16) (2.06) 
ATl 0 .64 
(3 .46) 
A Cl 0.53 
(3.22) 
APl 0 .89 0.45 0 .97 
(7 .46) (1. 77) (11.0l) 
YTl 
YCl 
YPl 0 .03 
(0 .67) 
Order of A.C. 2 2 1 2 
R2 0.79 0.72 0.73 0.76 0.66 0.76 0.84 
Sanple size 31 31 26 20 31 31 31 
NJI' 
-7 .15 
(--0 .40) 
0 .41 
(0.58) 
0.74 
(7 . lO) 
0.24 
(3 . 22) 
0.81 
31 
NJC 
7.25 
(1.22) 
--0 .25 
(--0. 77) 
0.63 
(2.64) 
0.01 
(0.19) 
0.41 
31 
tUP 
70.89 
(3.39) 
-3.08 
(- 3.30) 
3.96 
( 1.13) 
0.30 
31 
NYT 
-1.65 
(--0. 17) 
0.05 
(0 .08) 
0.94 
(17 .23) 
0.02 
(0 .47) 
0.96 
31 
53 
NYC 
69.42 
(11.10) 
-2.09 
(-6.11) 
0.64 
(0.86) 
-20.71 
(- 3.88) 
0.69 
31 
OHT 
20.50 
(2 .57) 
--0 .40 
(--0.97) 
0.27 
(5 .31) 
0.05 
(1 .33) 
0.64 
31 
OHP 
42.40 
(l.16) 
1.88 
(1.88) 
2.15 
(1.14) 
-62.94 
(- 2.56) 
362 .71 
(6.32) 
0 .83 
31 
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Table A.3 . Esti.mated yield pe r acre models 
FWl' FWP FST FSC FSP FIT FFC 
Intercept 258.07 181.53 254.38 211.94 78.53 216 .00 237.44 
(3 .75) (5.47) (4 . 70) (8.42) (3 .28) (5 .95) (10.02) 
Tcmato price -4.94 -1.12 - 6.97 
(-1.42) (-0.33) (-2.98) 
Cucuroer price -9.04 -8.47 
(-5.38) (-4 .93) 
Pepper price -2.40 - 3.56 
(- 3.39) (-4.16) 
Wage rate - 61.92 -41.32 -160.98 -68.45 49.29 -69 .10 -109 .47 
(-0.64) (-0 .87) (-2.13) (-2.48) (l. 70) (-1.32) (-3.43) 
Research -0.12 -0.03 -0.09 -0.01 -0 .04 -0.01 0.03 
(-2 .62) (-1.25) (-2 .68) (-0.34) (-2 .68) (-0 .29) (2.93) 
D.V. 58.87 13.00 42.79 6.25 -1.11 59.06 
(2.34) (l.04) (2 .10) (0.81) (-0.13) (3 .63) 
Trend l l .49 2.40 14.20 2.95 3.42 5 .29 
(3.70) (1.57) (5.26) (3.00) (3 .23) (2.78) 
R2 0.65 0.44 0.83 0.86 0.80 0.90 0.61 
F 9 .40 3.98 23.84 32.20 20.61 45.92 14 .03 
SCT sec !CI Na> NJT NJC !UP 
Intercept 52.33 43.39 110 .84 37.68 102 .98 67.09 72.64 
(3 .85) (3.97) (2.14) (6.77) (5 .05) (2.03) (7 .20) 
Tana.to price -0 .29 0.98 -0.06 
(-0 .25) (0.34) (-0 .05) 
Cucunber price -1.48 -0.86 
(-1.38) (-0.37) 
Pepper price -0.37 0.46 
(-2 . 17) (l .60) 
Wage rate -40.43 4 .39 -92.50 2.81 3.28 24.98 -18 .32 
(-1 .20) (0 .20) (-1.15) (0.35) (0.20) (l.02) (- 2.09) 
Research 0.01 0.08 -0.21 -0 .01 0.01 0.03 0.01 
(0 .22) (2.25) (-3.69) (-2.10) (O .Ol) (0.59) (0 .04) 
D.V. 
Trerd 3.58 10 .32 0.35 -0.78 1.57 0 .48 
(4.08) (4.30) (1.42) (-1.81) (2 .34) (2 .22) 
R2 0.79 0.62 0.79 0.50 0.31 0.61 0.40 
F 24 .73 14.72 23 .82 6.49 2.96 10.18 4 .39 
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FFP CAT CAC CAP TST TSC TSP 
118 .93 192.10 156.57 166 .78 10.63 34.53 133.70 
(4.31) (4.83) (3.70) (2 .76) (0.53) (0.97) (3.46) 
-2.75 1.00 
(-0.96) (0 .75) 
-4.88 1.12 
(-1.17) (0.60) 
-1 .84 -6.21 -0.12 
(- 3.48) (-1.99) (-0 .16) 
6.28 -7.32 110 .63 35 .01 20.60 -39.27 -110 .67 
(0. 16) (-0.17) (3.29) (0 .83) (0.80) (-0.84) (- 2.05) 
-0.02 -0.01 0.01 -0.01 0.02 0.04 -0 .07 
(-0 .99) (-1.42) (1.42) (-0.31) (1.35) (l. 77) (- 3.10) 
4 .47 
(0 .39) 
1.63 4 .47 0.33 1.82 5.30 
(1 .07) (6 .00) (0 .31) (1 .54) (4 .18) 
0.56 0 .88 0.67 0 .49 0 .35 0 .73 0 .59 
6.41 46 .31 17 .90 6.21 4.86 17.98 9 .20 
NYT NYC Ol:IT OHP 
81.09 59 .13 136 .56 129.29 
(2.57) (1. 71) (3.31) (2 .29) 
2.17 -1.50 
(1.90) (-1.05) 
1.04 1.21 
(l.16) (1.34) 
-4.18 -3.07 -43.05 -55.59 
(-0.19) (-0.16) (-1.18) (-1.15) 
0 .02 0 .02 0.14 -0.02 
(1.57) (0.97) (5 .20) (-0 .48) 
0 .81 1.47 
(1.69) (2 .25) 
0 .18 0.61 0.56 0 .27 
1.92 10.24 11.48 2.45 
